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Information Thorverton Stone requires to manufacture a cill
In order to manufacture your window cills correctly, Thorverton Stone needs to know the type of cill you 
require and all the dimensions shown in the pictures above.

For a bay window cill, we also need to know the angles of the bay - any angle can be manufactured.

Useful Information
The type of cill you require may be determined by the style of window frame you are using and whether the 
walls are brick or rendered. A stooled cill is usually used with brick walls and a slip cill with rendered walls.

Steel reinforcement can be cast in on request although we do reinforce some cills as standard.

A drip groove is cast in as standard.

As a rule of thumb the maximum length we can manufacture a cill in one piece is 2000mm for the largest cill 
section. This will decrease depending on the cill section.  Cills longer than this will be manufactured in two 
or more pieces.

If you require a slot for a weather bar or have any other special design feature, please ask for our assistance.

Our bay window cills are jointed off the angle, not on the angle – see the picture above.

We can make a bay window cill to any angle required.

Note the
position
of the joint

Bay window cill 
with stooling


